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Guiding Questions
I. Who are the major threats to democracy in the transatlantic
community?
I. How can the United States and NATO best mitigate these threats to
promote democracy on a global scale?

Significant Indicators of
Democratic
Backsliding

Signs of Democratic Backsliding
I.

Erosion of democratic norms
A. Mutual toleration: accept opposition
B. Forbearance: exercising restraint on one’s political power
1. Constitutional hardballing: using the law to violate the spirit of it
II. Censorship, including of the media
A. Helps democracies flourish by keeping citizens informed and holding elected officials
accountable
B. Used for democratic and nondemocratic means
III. Effects of COVID-19
A. Excuse to tighten power over their citizens
B. Cancel elections
C. Impose discriminatory restrictions
IV. Impact of Civil Society
A. Provides citizens with the tools to defend democracy by strengthening social networks
B. Deterioration of civil society is a sign of democratic backsliding

Internal Threats to Democracy
and NATO Allies

Internal Threats to Democracy and NATO Allies
I.

Populism
A. Dividing society between elites and the “pure people”
B. Political outsiders, anti-establishment ideology
II. Economic Inequality
A. Rising inequality in countries
1. Economic dissatisfaction
2. Unemployment
3. Political Implications
4. Rise of European far right
III. Changes in the Judiciary / Rule of Law
A. Degradation of a country’s democracy is the loss of an
independent judiciary
IV. Illiberalism

A. Illiberalism is an infringement of individual rights
including the freedom of speech

Internal Threats from Democracy
Insurgency from within NATO
I.

According to V-Dem’s electoral democracy index,
democracy has been in decline globally since around 2012
II. Two important insights into how democratic
backsliding should be understood and prevented:
A. Democracy consists of more than just the right to
vote
B. Recognize early warning signs of democratic
backsliding
III. The best defense lies within the member states
themselves

External Threats to Democracy
and NATO Allies

External Threats Emitting from Russia
I.

With Russia mounting a renewed threat in Europe and beyond, there is
an additional reason the institutions of liberal democracy are important
to transatlantic security:
A. Illiberal and nondemocratic countries are more vulnerable to
subversion
II. Russian influence today operates through:
A. Shadowy financial flows
B. Corrupt relationships
C. Bribes
D. Kickbacks
E. Blackmail

External Threats Emitting from China
I.

China is in the unique position of neutrality in regards to Russian developments with Ukraine, as
President Xi Jinping is hoping to break the pattern of two-termed candidates and be elected for a
third term
II. Despite its inability to respond without consequence to the ongoing developments involving
Russia, there may be other benefits for China
III. China’s invasion of Taiwan
A. US intervention in Ukraine will be something that China is closely watching for, as China
will likely estimate the response of NATO towards a non-NATO country, Ukraine, to be
about the response of NATO towards Taiwan

The European Union
I. Weaknesses in the European Union
A. Respect for EU institutions
B. China and Russia
C. COVID-19
II. Implications
A. Rising nationalism
B. Political elites in EU member states
C. Russian Invasion of Ukraine

Case Studies: An
Examination of the
NATO Allied States’
Democracies

Poland
I.

The first and most major cause of Poland’s democratic backslide is the loss of judicial
independence in the country under the ruling Law and Justice Party
II. Another major cause is difficult economic conditions, as well as a nationalistic turn towards
populism in the social sphere, replacing an atmosphere of liberal tolerance

Hungary
I.

Recent Hungarian election
A. Viktor Orban and his party Fidesz wins supermajority
B. Accusations of unfair election
II. Structural Causes
A. Great Recession
B. 2015 European refugee crisis
III. Entrenched Illiberalism
A. Decline of independent press
B. Constitutional amendments
C. Patronage and cronyism
IV. Implications
A. Hungary as part of NATO and the EU
B. Problem of unanimous support

Turkey
I. Turkey’s status as an key NATO player
II. President Erdogan’s consolidation of power
A. 2017 referendum
B. 2016 attempted coup and subsequent state of
emergency
C. Decreased media independence
III. Turkey’s democratic backsliding in a global
context:
A. Failed membership with the EU
B. Political spillover from Syria
C. Ambiguous NATO stance on the coup
IV. Repercussions
A. Pushing Turkey closer to Russia
B. Blocking decisions in NATO’s best interest

The United
States
I.

2016 U.S. presidential election
A. An example of a free and fair election that brought to power an administration intent on
disrupting the institutions and practices of liberal democracy
II. The January 6th attacks on the U.S. Capitol represented a significant inflection point in the history
of American democracy
III. Threats to democracy in the U.S. are explained by the degradation of informal democratic
institutions
A. Mutual toleration
B. Forbearance
C. Constitutional Hardball

Analysis of the Perceptions
of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO)

United States Public Perception of NATO
I.

The American public broadly tends to support
NATO
A. 48% of Americans thought NATO is performing
well
B. 45% of Americans thought NATO was doing a
poor job in “trying to solve the problems it
faced”
II. Responses varied significantly on party lines:
A. Only 27% of Republicans believe NATO is doing
a good job
B. 70% of Democrats believe NATO is doing a good
job
C. 48% of independent believe NATO is doing a
good job

Member Attitudes Towards NATO
I.

NATO survey 2020
A. 86% would stay in NATO
II. Democratic backsliding damages NATO
popularity
A. Created divisions in organization
1. Ex: only 26% Turkey supports NATO
III. Russian invasion of Ukraine has boosted
popularity
A. Finland and Sweden now considering
membership

Youth Perceptions of NATO
A. Young people have the greatest stake in NATO’s
future
a. If NATO wants to increase the perception of
the rising generation and ensure long term
success, they must respond to young people's
fundamental needs
i. The NATO 2030 Youth Summit
ii. Advised that NATO advocated for a
second Youth Summit that lowers the
age gap
B. If youths do not trust democratic governments and
do not support international organizations, it is
unlikely that democracy will not continue to
backslide

Youth Perceptions of Democracy
I. Growing gap between old and
young people on democracy
II. More likely to turn to populists
A. Populist leaders increase
democratic satisfaction
B. Far right support
1. French Election

Policy
Recommendations

Policy Recommendations Specific to
the United States
1. Enhancing Democratic Principles of Mutual Toleration and Forbearance
2. The United States could fund more civil society, more media, more educational programs
and combat more Russian disinformation in Europe
3. Utilize the G7 Summit as a means to address concerns on Democratic Backsliding
4. USAID Support for Civil Society in Eastern Europe
5. The United States should work with NATO to establish a new role of a special investigator
or governance committee to raise concerns of violations to the Washington Treaty
6. The United States should not degrade the importance of democratic values under the
Biden Doctrine

Recommendation
I. The United States could fund more civil society, more media, more
educational programs and combat more Russian disinformation in Europe
A. Expand funding to Radio Free Europe and Radio Free Liberty
1. Large Russian population (25% in Latvia/Estonia)
2. Majority rely on anti democratic Russian state run media
3. Expand funding to RFE/RFL Russian Language news
B. Funding Independent Media Outlets
1. US launched media fund for rural Hungarian outlets, though the amount is
just $700,000
2. Expansion of fund to multiple countries and multiple languages
C. Combating Misinformation through centralized actions in executive agencies
1. Recent Disinformation Governance Board

Recommendation
I.

Utilize the G7 Summit as a means to address concerns on Democratic Backsliding
A. Bringing up concerns that the populations of member states have towards NATO
could be a way to solve such issues in an expedited manner
1. Threats to democracy within member states
2. Backsliding democracy in other democratic countries
B. Relevance of threats to democracy to current day
1. Germany will take over the Presidency at a time when the eyes of the world
are on Europe
2. Threats to democracy in Europe
C. Italy and Germany are more reliant on Russian gas than the US and Canada, which
are net exporters
1. Discussion of how to reduce Europe’s reliance on Russian gas will undoubtedly
involve North America stepping up its exporting capabilities
2. Discussions with President Biden and Prime Minister Trudeau could help
move along that process in a more expedited manner

Policy Recommendations Specific to
NATO
1. NATO should work more closely with the EU to combat Democratic Backsliding
2. NATO can utilize Article 5 in the Washington Treaty as an enforcing tool
3. NATO and the United States should prevent democratic backsliding caused by Russian
propaganda in Eastern Europe
4. NATO should adopt an altered view of “consensus minus one” mechanism to protect
itself from weak links and erect a higher barrier against Backsliding
5. NATO should enforce positive incentives and negative incentives on its Allies

Recommendation
I.

Work more closely with the EU to combat Democratic Backsliding
A. The two organizations share a common focus on good governance,
the rule of law, and the rights of citizens and could reinforce each
other’s internal strengths
B. The contribution of the EU to democratization in post-communist
Europe was particularly important in countries that experienced
domestic contestation between liberal democratic parties and
authoritarian and/or nationalist parties
C. The EU’s institutions have qualified success in using other
instruments to press for changes in contentious legislation and
practices
D. Combined efforts of EU and NATO will led to stronger
enforcement against democratic backsliding

Recommendation
I.

Enforce positive incentives and negative incentives on its Allies
1. Even amidst more pressing security concerns such as the Ukraine crisis,
political cohesion within NATO should not be forgotten in the long term
2. Types of Positive Incentives:
a) NATO leadership positions
b) Facility placement
c) Ministerial locations (rotate among capitals)
3. Types of Negative Incentives:
a) Suspension from participation in a specific committee
b) Military planning or exercise
c) Suspension of intelligence sharing

Questions?

